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Overview

• Review of SUSY signatures 

• Selected recent 8 TeV results 

• Soft lepton search from CMS 

• ATLAS constraints on pMSSM 

• 15 results from analysis of data taken at 13 TeV
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SUSY signatures for strong production

Most analyses in this talk assume decays to a stable LSP⇒ large missing transverse 
energy, except in cases of sparticle-LSP mass degeneracies 

Many analyses are binned in Njet, Nb, and Nleptons to provide broad coverage

Fully  
hadronic

Large jet multiplicity  
and/or leptons b-tagged jets



8 TeV results
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Soft lepton search
• Regions with small stop-LSP mass splittings:  

• More challenging due to smaller missing energy⇒require boost from hard ISR jet 
• Two-body and three-body stop decays kinematically forbidden 

• ⇒search for four-body decay of stop in 1-lepton and 2-lepton final states 
• W and top (dominant bkg.) estimated from control regions with larger lepton pT 
• Limit of mstop>316 GeV for mstop-mLSP=25 GeV 
• Search also sensitive to neutralino-chargino production 

• Limit on !2
0/ !1

+ mass of 212 GeV for mass splitting for 20 GeV 
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2 2 Detector description and event reconstruction
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Figure 1: Signal models for top squark pair production with subsequent four-body decays
(left), and chargino-neutralino pair production with decays via sleptons and sneutrinos (right).
Antiparticle labels are suppressed.

lepton topology offers the second-highest branching fraction after the purely hadronic mode.
In this channel we consider only muons, which can be efficiently reconstructed and identified
with transverse momenta as low as 5 GeV. For the dilepton topology we require a second
lepton (electron or muon) of opposite charge. The single and double electron final states are
not used because they have reduced sensitivity compared to the muon channels due to the
higher pT thresholds required for electrons. In addition, selected events are required to have an
energetic jet compatible with the ISR signature, at most one additional jet of moderate to high
pT, no hard leptons, and a significant amount of Emiss

T . The dominant SM backgrounds to this
search are pair production of top quarks, W boson or Z/g⇤ production in association with jets,
and diboson (VV) production. Their contributions to the signal region (SR) are estimated by
correcting the predictions from simulation using the event yields observed in several control
regions (CRs) in data. Data are also used to validate this procedure and to derive systematic
uncertainties.

The results of the dilepton search are also interpreted in terms of the model of ec+
1 -ec0

2 pair
production discussed above. For small ec+

1 � ec0
1 mass splittings, the leptons in the final state

would be soft and therefore within the signal region of the dilepton search.

2 Detector description and event reconstruction

The CMS detector has been described in detail in Ref. [26]. Its central feature is a supercon-
ducting solenoid that provides a homogeneous field of 3.8 T in a volume containing a silicon
pixel and strip tracker, a lead tungstate crystal electromagnetic calorimeter, and a brass and
scintillator hadron calorimeter. Muons are measured in gas-ionization chambers embedded in
the steel flux-return yoke surrounding the solenoid. The acceptance of the silicon tracker and
the muon systems extends to pseudorapidities of |h| < 2.5 and <2.4, respectively. The barrel
and endcap calorimeters cover the range |h| < 3.0 and are complemented by extensive forward
calorimetry. Events are selected for further analysis by a two-tier trigger system that uses cus-
tom hardware processors to make a fast initial selection, followed by a more detailed selection
executed on a dedicated processor farm.

The measurement of jets and Emiss
T is based on candidates reconstructed by the particle-flow

(PF) algorithm [27, 28], which identifies leptons, photons, and charged and neutral hadrons
by combining information from all subdetectors. The PF candidates are clustered into jets by
using the anti-kT algorithm [29] with a distance parameter of 0.5. Jets are required to have
pT > 30 GeV and |h| < 4.5, and to pass loose quality criteria [30] based on the energy fractions
associated with electromagnetically or hadronically interacting charged or neutral particles.
The negative vector sum of the transverse momenta of the PF candidates defines the value
of Emiss

T and the corresponding direction. Jet energies and Emiss
T are corrected for shifts in the

energy scale, contributions from additional, simultaneous proton-proton collisions (pileup),
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In this channel we consider only muons, which can be efficiently reconstructed and identified
with transverse momenta as low as 5 GeV. For the dilepton topology we require a second
lepton (electron or muon) of opposite charge. The single and double electron final states are
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higher pT thresholds required for electrons. In addition, selected events are required to have an
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would be soft and therefore within the signal region of the dilepton search.
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The CMS detector has been described in detail in Ref. [26]. Its central feature is a supercon-
ducting solenoid that provides a homogeneous field of 3.8 T in a volume containing a silicon
pixel and strip tracker, a lead tungstate crystal electromagnetic calorimeter, and a brass and
scintillator hadron calorimeter. Muons are measured in gas-ionization chambers embedded in
the steel flux-return yoke surrounding the solenoid. The acceptance of the silicon tracker and
the muon systems extends to pseudorapidities of |h| < 2.5 and <2.4, respectively. The barrel
and endcap calorimeters cover the range |h| < 3.0 and are complemented by extensive forward
calorimetry. Events are selected for further analysis by a two-tier trigger system that uses cus-
tom hardware processors to make a fast initial selection, followed by a more detailed selection
executed on a dedicated processor farm.

The measurement of jets and Emiss
T is based on candidates reconstructed by the particle-flow

(PF) algorithm [27, 28], which identifies leptons, photons, and charged and neutral hadrons
by combining information from all subdetectors. The PF candidates are clustered into jets by
using the anti-kT algorithm [29] with a distance parameter of 0.5. Jets are required to have
pT > 30 GeV and |h| < 4.5, and to pass loose quality criteria [30] based on the energy fractions
associated with electromagnetically or hadronically interacting charged or neutral particles.
The negative vector sum of the transverse momenta of the PF candidates defines the value
of Emiss

T and the corresponding direction. Jet energies and Emiss
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http://arxiv.org/abs/1512.08002


Gluino and squark mass limits in pMSSM

• Comprehensive analysis of 19-D subspace of MSSM 
• Will only highlight results for comparison with 13 TeV results in this talk
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JHEP 10 (2015) 134

Gluino mass constraints 
similar to simplified  
model expectations

Squark mass limits up to ~4 times  
weaker due to non-degeneracy of first  
two generations of squarks in pMSSM 

Limit assuming 8 degenerate squarks 
Limit assuming 2 degenerate squarks

Similar CMS analysis: SUS-15-010

http://link.springer.com/article/10.1007/JHEP10(2015)134


13 TeV results
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For high mass objects, increase in parton luminosities 
overcomes limited integrated luminosity at 13 TeV

Increase in parton luminosities overcomes limited luminosity only for high mass 
objects⇒focus on gluinos, which have a large cross section above 1 TeV
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CMS 19.3-19.8 2.1-2.4 ~9
ATLAS 20.1-20.3 3.2 ~6

Integrated luminosity (fb-1) 
good for physics

For gluinos near mass limits, a cross 
section ratio of LATLAS/LCMS ~1.5 

corresponds to ~75 GeV in gluino mass

“Break-even” line

MX=2*msparticle for pair production



Fully hadronic final states
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Search for squarks and gluinos in hadronic final states
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Njet ≥2 ≥4 ≥5 ≥6

Loose Medium Tight Medium Medium Medium Tight

Background Control region

Z→νν ɣ+jets

top lepton + MT + b-tag

W lepton + MT + b-veto

QCD MET/jet alignment

ATLAS-CONF-2015-062

Signal regions binned in Njet and degree 
of background rejection from kinematic 

variables (pT1, pT2, meff)

Background estimation control regions (CR)

https://cds.cern.ch/record/2114828


Searches in for squarks and gluinos in fully 
hadronic final states (large jet multiplicity)

• Targets more complicated 
decay chains 

• Binned in jet pT selections (loose 
and tight), Nb and Njet 

• Looser MET selection than low 
multiplicity analysis 

• Background prediction: 
• QCD shape from templates in 

lower jet multiplicity validation 
region and normalized in a 
control region 

• Top and W normalized to     
1-lepton selection

11

ATLAS-CONF-2015-077

Signal 
region

https://cds.cern.ch/record/2114849


Multijet+missing HT
• Targets gluino decays to qq!0, bb!0 and tt!0 

• Binned in Njet, Nb, HT,miss and HT 

• Background predictions: 
• Lost lepton and hadronic tau background: single lepton CR 
• Z→νν: scaled from Z→μ+μ- and ɣ+jets CR 
• QCD: CR with inverted Δɸ cut between MET and leading jets

12

CMS-PAS-SUS-15-002

http://cms-results.web.cern.ch/cms-results/public-results/preliminary-results/SUS-15-002/index.html


Search with MT2
• MT2 is a generalization of MT to two invisible particles 

• Analysis binned in HT, HT,miss, Njet, Nb 

• Extends to lower Njet than multijet+missing HT analysis, including a monojet bin 

• Background prediction similar to multijet+missing HT analysis

13

1 jet increasing HT →

CMS-PAS-SUS-15-003

http://cms-results.web.cern.ch/cms-results/public-results/preliminary-results/SUS-15-003/index.html


Search with αT
• QCD suppression variables: 

• αT=ET,jet 2/MT (for dijets) 

• Δɸ*min 

• HT,miss/ET,miss 

• Signal regions: 

• Njet=1 (new!), 2, 3, 4, ≥5 

• Nb=0, 1, 2, ≥3 

• 8 bins of HT: 200 to ≥800 GeV 

• Background yields from data 
control samples: 

• ɣ+jets, μμ+jets (Z→νν bkg) 

• μ+jets (other bkg)
14

CMS-PAS-SUS-15-005

Require 
Δɸ*min >0.5

Require 
αT>0.52-0.65 
(HT dep.)

http://cms-results.web.cern.ch/cms-results/public-results/preliminary-results/SUS-15-005/index.html


1-lepton final states
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Inclusive search with razor variables (R,MR)

• For a squark decaying to a quark and 
neutralino, MR peaks at  

and the background has an 
exponential shape 

• Yields extracted from fits to 2-D        
(R2, MR) distributions 

• Probes gluino→(qq!0, bb!0, tt!0): 

• Nlep=0, 1e, 1μ  

• Nb=0, 1, 2, ≥3 

• Binned in (R2, MR)

16

CMS-PAS-SUS-15-004
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now one or both of the particles Gi undergoes a two-body
decay to a visible particle, Qi+2, and another particle, Si,
with mass MS = MG(1 � �). The particle Si then de-
cays to another visible particle, Qi, and �i. Numerically
integrating over all the decay angles in this scenario (us-
ing angular probability distribution functions flat on the
unit sphere) with �CM = 1, and requiring R > 0.4, we
derive the distributions for MR, assuming one or both of
the particles Gi decays to an intermediate Si, shown in
Fig. 4. We find that, in both of these cases, the result-

ing MR distribution peaks at M� =
M2

G�M2
�

MG
, regardless

of the value of � (for the values considered here) and ir-
respective of whether all of the visible decay products
resulting from a particular Gi are assigned to the same
pseudo-object.
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FIG. 4: Distribution of MR when one (left) or both (right)
of the particles Gi decays to an intermediate particle Si with
mass MS = MG(1��), for di↵erent values of �. Distributions
are normalized such that the maximum value is equal to 1

A. Example: inclusive search for SUSY

A potential use-case for an analysis incorporating the
variables MR and R is an inclusive search for R-parity
conserving SUSY. Generally, these scenarios can be char-
acterized by the production of pairs of massive, strongly-
interacting super-partners decaying directly or through
cascade decays to SM particles, and LSPs that escape
the detector unseen.

The canonical example described in Sec. II is the sim-
plest case of this type of SUSY particle pair production,
with the particles Gi representing squarks that each de-
cay directly to a quark and neutralino. The example
introduced earlier in Sec. V of two heavy particles un-
dergoing two-body decays to intermediate heavy parti-
cles, which subsequently decay to a visible and weakly-
interacting particle, describes the pair-production of
gluinos which decay to a quark and squark, subsequently
decaying as in the canonical example. This cascade decay
is often quite prominent when Mg̃ > Mq̃.

Hence, for R-parity conserving SUSY scenarios, di-
squark production will result in an MR peak around

the scale M q̃q̃
� =

M2
q̃�M2

�̃

Mq̃
, with potentially several dif-

ferent peaks corresponding to the di↵erent squark gener-
ations that can only be resolved if the masses are suf-
ficiently di↵erent. If Mg̃ > Mq̃, g̃g̃ and g̃q̃ produc-

tion will result in MR peaks at M g̃g̃
� =

M2
g̃�M2

�̃

Mg̃
and

M g̃q̃
� =

r⇣
M2

g̃�M2
�̃

Mg̃

⌘⇣
M2

q̃�M2
�̃

Mq̃

⌘
. The result is MR spec-

troscopy, with with di↵erent peaks corresponding to the
respective mass di↵erences between the massive SUSY
particles produced first in the hard scattering process
and the LSP, and the geometric means of these mass
di↵erences when two SUSY particles are produced with
di↵erent masses.
If one approaches the jets + missing transverse en-

ergy + X final state in an inclusive way, the dominant
backgrounds will be QCD multi-jets, tt̄+jets and V+jets,
where V is a W or Z vector boson decaying to leptons
and/or neutrinos. The QCD contribution to this back-
ground will be largely marginalized by the use of a cut
on the razor, R, as described in Sec. IV. The MR distri-
bution of QCD events passing this requirement will fall
roughly exponentially in MR, with a slope largely deter-
mined by the value of the cut on R, but not exceeding
the slope of the

p
ŝ for these QCD processes. The re-

maining backgrounds identified above must have a large
transverse momentum imbalance in the event in order to
pass the requirement on R, implying that their contri-
bution to the distribution in MR will be comprised of
events with final state neutrinos or leptons that are not
explicitly identified as such. As was discussed in Sec. IV
with the example of Z(⌫⌫)+jets, the MR distributions
for these processes will also fall roughly exponentially,
with slope determined predominantly by each processes’
respective scale, MZ , MW and Mt.
As a result, if the various values of M� that charac-

terizes a particular SUSY scenario are su�ciently higher
than MZ , MW and Mt, the signal events will appear as a
wide peak(s) on top of falling exponential backgrounds,
potentially a striking signature depending on the relative
production rates of the SUSY and background processes.

B. Example: H ! W (`⌫)W (`⌫)

We have, so far, only discussed the canonical scenario
described in Sec. II in the context of cases where �CM is
near one, corresponding to the pair-production of mas-
sive particles near threshold. The same example ap-
plies to the process of a Higgs boson decaying to two
W bosons, which subsequently decay leptonically. Now,
�CM = MH/2MW .
As we saw in Sec. III, the peak value of MR will scale

as �CMM� which, in this case, implies that MR will peak
roughly at MH/2. Fig. 5 shows the distribution of MR

for di↵erent values MH , with pHT = 0.
In practice we know that pHT 6= 0, and, in fact, it scales

with MH . In Fig. 6 we illustrate the e↵ects of non-zero

http://cms-results.web.cern.ch/cms-results/public-results/preliminary-results/SUS-15-004/index.html


Single lepton and sum of masses of large-R jets

• Masses of large-R jets discriminate between decay 
products of heavy objects and SM background 

• In absence of ISR, sum of the masses of large-R 
jets, MJ, has an endpoint < 2 mtop 

• Requires Nb≥1 and Njet≥6 to probe gluino→tt!0
 

• MJ and MT used as discriminating variables 

• Background estimation (corrected ABCD method) 
exploits limited correlation between MT and MJ

17

CMS-PAS-SUS-15-007

http://cms-results.web.cern.ch/cms-results/public-results/preliminary-results/SUS-15-007/index.html


Jets+MET+multiple b-jets
• Targets “Natural SUSY” models 

• Signal regions 

• 0, ≥1 leptons 

• ≥3 or 4 b-jets 

• Tagging of boosted tops to improve sensitivity 

• Backgrounds 

• Top from MET control regions 

• Other (small) backgrounds from MC

ATLAS-CONF-2015-067

https://cds.cern.ch/record/2114839


1-lepton, jets+MET
• Targets cascade decays of gluinos that include 

W bosons 

• Regions with different kinematic cuts targeting 
compressed spectra or different chargino-
neutralino mass splittings 

• Top (W) predicted using 1-b (0-b) control regions 
in MT and either ET,miss, ET,miss/meff or aplanarity

ATLAS-CONF-2015-076

Njet ≥ 4 ≥ 4 ≥ 5 ≥ 6 ≥ 2 ≥ 5

soft leptonlarge    small 
mass splitting

https://cds.cern.ch/record/2114848


Dilepton and trilepton 
final states

20



Trileptons and same-sign dileptons

• Background estimation: 
• Fake leptons from loosened ID/isolation CR 
• Charge flip (only important for electrons) evaluated from Z/ɣ*→e+e- sample 
• Other background from MC, cross-checked in four validation regions: WW, 

WZ, ttV, ttZ

21

ATLAS-CONF-2015-078

Sensitive to longer decay chains

https://cds.cern.ch/record/2114850


Same-sign dileptons
• Three exclusive lepton selections 

• high-high: Two leptons with pT>25 GeV 
• high-low: One lepton with pT>25 GeV and one with 10<pT<25 GeV 
• low-low: Two leptons with 10<pT<25 GeV 

• Binned in MT,min, ET,miss, HT and Njets 

• Background estimation: 

• Non-prompt (“fake”) leptons: scaling from CR with loosened ID and isolation requirements 
• WZ: normalized using CR with Njet=2, Nb=0, Nlep=3, ET,miss>30 GeV and a Z candidate

22

CMS-PAS-SUS-15-008

http://cms-results.web.cern.ch/cms-results/public-results/preliminary-results/SUS-15-008/index.html


Reminder: opposite-sign, same-flavor 
anomalies at 8 TeV

23

3.0σ excess on Z  
(seen only by ATLAS)

2.6σ excess below Z, 
enriched in b-jets  

(seen only by CMS)
JHEP 04 (2015) 124 Eur. Phys. J. C 75 (2015) 318

http://link.springer.com/article/10.1007%2FJHEP04%282015%29124
http://link.springer.com/article/10.1140/epjc/s10052-015-3518-2


Z(→dileptons)+jets+MET
• Background estimation: 

• Z+jets from ɣ+jets, corrected for differences in boson pT 

• In tt, tW or WW decays, Nee=Neμ=Nμe=Nμμ 

⇒Predict same flavor bkg. from different flavor CR, corrected for trigger, ID and 
reconstruction efficiencies—correction factors within 10% of unity except near |η|=0 

• Diboson background from MC, cross-checked in validation regions 

• 21 events observed (10 ee, 11 μμ) with predicted background of 10.3 ± 2.3 (2.2σ) in on-Z region

24

ATLAS-CONF-2015-082

https://cds.cern.ch/record/2114854


Edge in dilepton mass spectrum
• Binning in b-tags added (new!) 

• Background estimation: 

• Z+jets from ɣ+jets (MET templates) 

• Flavor symmetric (FS) background predicted with two independent methods from different flavor CR 

• Both 8 TeV excesses are disfavored 

• Expect 61 (86, 117) events in below-Z signal region for msbottom= 300 (500, 700) compared to upper limit of 57 events 

• Expect 12 (19, 32) events in ATLAS signal region for mgluino=500 (800, 1100) compared to upper limit of 9 events

25

No excess seen 
with ATLAS selection

CMS-PAS-SUS-15-011

Scaled 8 TeV 
signal hypothesis

≈ATLAS signal 
model

http://cms-results.web.cern.ch/cms-results/public-results/preliminary-results/SUS-15-011/index.html


Bottom squark  
pair production

26



Bottom squark pair production
• Search using variable sensitive to masses 

of pair-produced, semi-invisibly decaying 
particles 

• Signal regions require two b-jets and 

• For small neutralino masses:          
MET>250 and MCT>250, 350, 450 

• For compressed scenarios:                       
pT1> 300 (ISR selection), MET>400  

• Background estimation: 

• W, Z and top estimated from control 
regions with 1 or 2 leptons

27

ATLAS-CONF-2015-066

13 TeV collisions and are summarised in Table 1. Only events with Emiss
T > 250 GeV are retained to

ensure full e�ciency of the trigger. Events that are consistent with non-collision background are rejected.
Contamination from high jet multiplicity backgrounds, particularly tt̄ production, is suppressed by vetoing
events with a fourth jet with pT > 50 GeV. To discriminate against multijet background, events where
Emiss

T is aligned with a jet in the transverse plane are rejected by selecting only events where �� j
min > 0.4,

where �� j
min is the minimum azimuthal distance between Emiss

T and the leading four jets, and by requiring
Emiss

T /me↵ > 0.25, where me↵ is defined as the scalar sum of the Emiss
T and the pT of the two (three)

leading jets in SRA (SRB). For signal events no charged leptons are expected in the final state, and events
where a baseline electron or a muon is reconstructed with pT > 10 GeV are discarded.

The first set of signal regions, SRA, selects events with two high-pT b-jets and large Emiss
T to target models

with a large mass di↵erence between the bottom squark and the neutralino. The main discriminating
variable is the contransverse mass (mCT) [67], which is a kinematic variable that can be used to measure
the masses of pair-produced semi-invisibly decaying heavy particles. For two identical decays of heavy
particles into two visible particles (or particle aggregates) v1 and v2, and two invisible particles, mCT is
defined as

m2
CT(v1, v2) = [ET(v1) + ET(v2)]2 � ⇥pT(v1) � pT(v2)

⇤2 ,

In this analysis, v1 and v2 are the two b-jets from the squark decays and the invisible particles are the two
neutralinos. The contransverse mass is an invariant under equal and opposite boosts of the parent particles
in the transverse plane. For parent particles produced with small transverse boosts, mCT is bounded from
above by an analytical combination of particle masses. This bound is saturated when the two visible
objects are collinear. For tt̄ events this kinematic bound is at 135 GeV, while for production of bottom
squark pairs the bound is given by mmax

CT = (m2
b̃1
� m2

�̃0
1
)/mb̃1

. The selection on mCT is optimised based on
the bottom squark and neutralino masses considered and SRA is further divided into three overlapping
regions, SRA250, SRA350 and SRA450, depending on the minimum value allowed for mCT. Finally a
selection on the invariant mass of the two b-jets (mbb) is applied to further enhance the signal yield over
the SM background contributions. For a signal model corresponding to m

b̃1
= 800 GeV and m

�̃0
1
= 1 GeV,

10% (8%, 5%) of the simulated events are retained by the SRA250 (SRA350, SRA450) selection.

The second type of signal region, SRB, selects events where a bottom squark pair is produced in associ-
ation with a jet from Initial State Radiation (ISR). The SRB targets models with a small mass di↵erence
between the b̃1 and the �̃0

1, such that a boosted bottom squark pair is needed to satisfy the trigger require-
ments. Hence events are selected with large Emiss

T , one high transverse momentum non-b-tagged leading
jet and two additional b-jets. The leading-jet is also required to be pointing in the opposite direction
to the Emiss

T by applying a selection on the variable ��( j1, Emiss
T ), defined as the � distance between the

leading-jet and the Emiss
T . For a signal model corresponding to m

b̃1
= 400 GeV and m

�̃0
1
= 300 GeV, about

0.3% of the simulated events are retained by the SRB selection.

6 Background estimation

The dominant SM background processes in the signal regions are the production of W or Z bosons in
association with heavy-flavour jets (referred to as W+hf and Z+hf) and the production of top-quarks. In
particular, events with Z+hf production followed by the Z ! ⌫⌫̄ decay have the same signature as the
signal and are the largest background in SRA. The top-quark pair production is dominant in SRB since it
satisfies the signal region selections when a charged lepton is produced but the event is not rejected, either

6

https://cds.cern.ch/record/2114833


Summary of limits in simplified model framework

gluino→qq!0 gluino→bb!0 gluino→tt!0

mgluino >1655 GeV mgluino >1780 GeV mgluino >1675 GeV



Long-lived sparticles
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Long-lived gluinos and stops
• Gluino can be long lived in RPV or split-SUSY models 

• Candidate mass calculated from dE/dx estimator or time of flight 

• Two searches, background estimated with ABCD method: 

• tracker only (dE/dx) 

• tracker+muon system (dE/dx + TOF)

30
mgluino=1000 GeV mgluino>1590 GeV 

mstop>1020 GeV

CMS-PAS-EXO-15-010 4 4 Data Selection

The mass of a candidate particle can be calculated [28], from its momentum and Ih dE/dx
estimate, based on the relationship :

Ih = K
m2

p2 + C. (3)

where the empirical parameters K = 2.535± 0.001 MeV cm�1 and C = 3.339± 0.001 MeV cm�1

are determined from data using a sample of low-momentum protons. As the momentum re-
construction is done assuming |Q| = 1e particles, the relation above would lead to a proper
mass reconstruction only for singly charged particles.

The HSCP candidates are primarily selected using the Ias discriminator (see Sec. 5) because it
has a higher signal-to-background discriminating power in comparison to the Ih estimator or
the mass. Nonetheless, the mass is used at the last stage of the analysis, after the Ias selection,
to further discriminate between signal and backgrounds since the latter tend to have a low
reconstructed mass.

3.2 Time-of-flight Measurements

The time-of-flight to the muon system can be used to discriminate between near speed-of-light
particles and slower candidates. A single dt measurement can be used to determine the track
b�1 via the equation:

b�1 = 1 +
cdt

L
(4)

where L is the flight distance. The track b�1 value is calculated as the weighted average of the
b�1 measurements from the DT and CSC systems associated with the track. The weight for the
ith DT measurement is given by:

wi =
(n � 2)

n
L2

i
s2

DT
(5)

where n is the number of f projection measurements found in the muon chamber from which
the measurement comes and sDT is the time resolution of the DT measurements, for which the
measured value of 3 ns is used. The factor (n � 2)/n accounts for the fact that residuals are
computed using two parameters of a straight line determined from the same n measurements
(minimal number of hits in a given DT chamber that allows for at least one residual calculation
is n = 3). The weight for the ith CSC measurement is given by:

wi =
L2

i
s2

i
(6)

where si, the measured time resolution, is 7.0 ns for cathode strip measurements and 8.6 ns for
anode wire measurements.

The resolution on the weighted average b�1 measurement is approximately 0.065 in both the
DT and CSC subsystems.

4 Data Selection

HSCPs are searched for in two ways: (1) requiring tracks to be reconstructed in both the silicon
detectors and the muon system, referred to as the “tracker+TOF” analysis; (2) only requiring
tracks be reconstructed in the silicon detectors, the “tracker-only” analysis.

http://cms-results.web.cern.ch/cms-results/public-results/preliminary-results/EXO-15-010/index.html


Summary
• ATLAS and CMS still producing new results from 8 TeV data 

• 15 new results from 13 TeV data significantly increase mass 
reach. For benchmark case of light neutralinos: 

• No significant signals observed but more results still to come!

Final state ATLAS limit CMS limit

gluino→tt!0 1675 GeV 1600 GeV

gluino→bb!0 1780 GeV 1725 GeV

gluino→qq!0 1520 GeV 1655 GeV

Long-lived gluino — 1600 GeV

Bottom squark 840 GeV —

ATLAS SUSY results: https://twiki.cern.ch/twiki/bin/view/AtlasPublic/SupersymmetryPublicResults  
CMS SUSY results: https://twiki.cern.ch/twiki/bin/view/CMSPublic/PhysicsResultsSUS

https://twiki.cern.ch/twiki/bin/view/AtlasPublic/SupersymmetryPublicResults
https://twiki.cern.ch/twiki/bin/view/CMSPublic/PhysicsResultsSUS


Kinematic distributions for ATLAS on-Z search (13 TeV)
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Backgrounds from MC, normalized to estimates from SR



Kinematic distributions for ATLAS on-Z search (8 TeV, ee)
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Kinematic distributions for ATLAS on-Z search (8 TeV, μμ)
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